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THIRD SEMESTER DIPLOMA EXAMINATION IN ELECTRICAL

AND ELECTRONICS ENGINEERING - OCTOBER, 2016

ELECTRJCAL MEASUREMENTS AND INSTRUMENTATION

lTime :3 hours

(Maximum marks : 100)

PART - A

(Maximum marks : 10)

Marks

Ldnswer the following questions in one or two sentences. Each question carries

two marks.

L Differentiate between absolute and secondary insfuments.

2. What is the necessity of shunts and multipliers ?

3. Mention two applications of instrument transformers'

4. What is the use of Megger ?

5. What do you understand by piezo elecfic effect. (5x2=10)

PART - B

Manimum marks : 30)

II Answer any five of the following questions. Each question canies 6 marks.

l. What are the essential requirements for the satisfactory working of an

indicating insfument ?

2. Mention the merits and demerits of PMMC instruments.

3. Explain the effect of CREEPING Suggest remedies for compensating it.

4. List different types of errors occuring in dynamometer type wattrneter.

5. What are the advantages of digital meters over analog meters.

6. What are the conditions to be satisfied before synchronising rwo altemators.

7. With simple sketch explain the working of diaphragm (5x6=30)
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PART . C
(Maximum marks : 60)

(Answer one /itll question from each unit. Each full question carries 15 rnarks.)

UNrr -. I

with the help of a diagram explain the spring conrrol method of obtainingconffolling torque in indicating instrumenr.

with simple. diagram explain the working principre of dynamomerer tlpearrrmeter and volt meter.

On

Irxplain the constructional details and working of a moving iron attractiontvpe instrument with the help ol-a neat olagram.

y19ll. help of simple sketches describe rhe fluid friction damping systemm uxtuments.

UNrr - II
Explain the construction and working of single phase induction tlpe energymeter with diagram.

Draw the connection diagram of C-f and pT.

Or<

vl (a) Explain the 
.calibration of energ),' meter by phantom loading with

connection diagram.

(b) Briefly explain the working of clip on meter with diasam.

tixr.r -- III

Explain the method of measurement of medium resistance using wheatstone
bridge.

Explain two methods used to locate short circuit fault in cables with the
circuit diagram.

On

(a) With diagram explain the construction and working of electrical resonance
Iiequency meter.

(b) Describe the general form of an A C bridge used for measuring impedance.

UNrr -- IV

(a) With a neat diagram explain the working of a CRT.

(b) Briefly describe about potentiometer transducer.

(a) Explain the working of LVDT with diagram

(b) Discuss about Lissajous patterns. Explain how the frequency of a voltage
signal can be measured using CRO.

Marks

IV (a)

(b)

8

7

III (a)

(b)

8

7

8

7

8

v (a)

(b)

8

7

VII (a)

(b)

VIII

8

7

x

8

7
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